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Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #450 on Today at 10:07 »

Today at 10:04, rolyateel wrote:
silky, just give FPR complete control  of the awards & the associated domain name & be done with it.
It was his idea, his hard work, all  you did was register the name "to help him out"
You keep avoiding the questions being asked by playing dumb (at least I think your playing dumb), just answer them, & sort
out this problem.

I'm sure everyone appreciates yr the work you put into this forum, & the fact that you set it up in the first place, but as nu
mentioned above, without the members of this forum, it's nothing

If you piss everyone off there'll  be nothing left for you to 

The fact that nu has gone speaks volumes...the sooner you open your eyes the better

Roly, I was up most of last night answering questions, so if you have one now Im willing to
answer it?
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rachelstevens
1 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Jun 2007
Gender: Female 

Re: Awards
« Reply #451 on Today at 10:13 »

i have one.
i'm new here and know no one really.
can you explain to me what i am missing silky that others are seeing & pm'ing you about.
who is pulling strings and for what purpose?
thanks
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crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,949/9.07 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 113
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Re: Awards
« Reply #452 on Today at 10:13 »

Name names Silky. Please do, as this conspiritorial bulls**t is beyond comprehension.

I can't see that anyone wants to remove your omnipotence. You carry on playing God. No-one
else wants the job. I would personally back you all the way if asked who should run the forum.
It's yours.

I really think you've made a grave error though, as there will be no Urban Art Awards next year
now. No-one is going to want to organise it after the way FPR has been treated and you
yourself admit to being too unwell and too shy to have the skills to achieve such a task. 

A big man can step up and admit his wrongs and make them right. Its called personal growth.
You had the chance to nip all this in the bud but instead allowed it to grow into a rose garden.

You personally have my support for your forum Silky, but you do not have it for the awards
ceremony next year.
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Awardsgate. 

Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276
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Re: Awards
« Reply #453 on Today at 10:21 »

Today at 10:13, rachelstevens wrote:
i  have one.
i'm new here and know no one really.
can you explain to me what i am missing silky that others are seeing & pm'ing you about.
who is pulling strings and for what purpose?
thanks

Hi Ya! Welcome to the forum  

People were asking questions on behalf of others. People were applying pressure on to an
individual in an attempt to get what they want. People were trying to get as many "Friends"
online at one time to be able to make it appear that the general forums opinion was against my
actions (not that I have actually done anything)
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Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #454 on Today at 10:23 »

Today at 10:13, crackawacka wrote:
Name names Silky. Please do, as this conspiritorial bulls**t is beyond comprehension.

I can't see that anyone wants to remove your omnipotence. You carry on playing God. No-one else wants the job. I would
personally back you all  the way if asked who should run the forum. It's yours.

I really think you've made a grave error though, as there will be no Urban Art Awards next year now. No-one is going to want
to organise it after the way FPR has been treated and you yourself  admit to being too unwell and too shy to have the skills to
achieve such a task. 

A big man can step up and admit his wrongs and make them right. Its called personal growth. You had the chance to nip all
this in the bud but instead allowed it to grow into a rose garden.

You personally have my support for your forum Silky, but you do not have it for the awards ceremony next year.

Cracka, I have been trying to help Finsbury from DAY ONE!  can you name one thing I have
done, in one sentence that has not been helpful?
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Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #455 on Today at 10:27 »

If people would like to read back over this thread you can see I have tried to help at every
single stage, and what I get in return is threats and name calling  I think many of you have
done yourselves no favours in your actions over this last week.
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rolyateel
5 Star Member

member is online

bollocks

Joined: Oct 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 523/1.22 per day
Location: 40 miles north of

brizzle
Respect: 12

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #456 on Today at 10:28 »

Today at 10:21, Silky wrote:
(not that I have actually done anything)

you're joking right?

you asked FPR what you could do to pacify the situation...and your first few posts on this thread
were very good

he asked that you sign over ownership of the Urban Art Awards domain to him (I'm sure he'd
have reimbursed any costs you incurred)

you refused

oh, and just to clarify, I don't know FPR, cannot regard him as a friend, infact - I've never
spoken to him or pm'd him, and have no conspiratorial leanings

to an outsider, you seem to have muscled in on his idea, and are now standing back & holding
your hands up feigning innocence
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rolyateel
5 Star Member

member is online

bollocks

Re: Awards
« Reply #457 on Today at 10:28 »

Today at 10:27, Silky wrote:
If people would like to read back over this thread you can see I have tried to help at every single stage, and what I get in

return is threats and name calling  I think many of you have done yourselves no favours in your actions over this last week.

pot
kettle
black
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Gender: Male 

Posts: 523/1.22 per day
Location: 40 miles north of
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rolyateel
5 Star Member

member is online

bollocks

Joined: Oct 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 523/1.22 per day
Location: 40 miles north of

brizzle
Respect: 12

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #458 on Today at 10:33 »

from page 5 of this thread

Yesterday at 23:11, Finsburyparkranger wrote:

Yesterday at 23:08, Silky wrote:

From what Fins said earlier, I dont think he likes the name anyway so the thing about who owns that particular

domain name dunt really matter now  

It would be an important gesture, handing over the riens to allow me oversee the awards and to be enjoyed and supported by
your forums. You said you would do it, will you?

3 or 4 posts later

Yesterday at 23:25, Silky wrote:

Yesterday at 23:22, kiki wrote:

Silky - It sounds like FPR is asking whether you are happy to transfer the registration of the name 'Urban Art
Awards' over to him. 

I think such a gesture would go very far in clearing up the bad blood and making this forum a pleasant place
once again.

Are you happy to do this? 

Im affriad not  I came up with the name, and Fins has said he does not like it anyway  so I cant see any reason for him
wanting it?

?

can't you see that it's nothing to do with the name & the fact that FPR doesn't like it, it was the
principle.

all you had to do was agree to this, and save 10 pages of vitriol on this forum...now important
members have left & you're walking around in a daze protesting your innocence

seriously dude, sort it out...for the sake of the forum and your own reputation

« Last Edit: Today at 10:34 by rolyateel » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged
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Silky
Administrator

member is online
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Re: Awards
« Reply #459 on Today at 10:34 »

Roly  Im not arguing with anyone! I have wanted to talk about this, and get it sorted and
thats what Im trying to do  name calling, and pot, kettle, black  aint gonna solve anything.
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Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276
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Re: Awards
« Reply #460 on Today at 10:34 »

As I said last night -

It like Finsbury builds a bonfire 

I walk up and say here ya go mate! I have some matches to light it for ya  We all have a
jolly good time 

Same again next year lads? errrr no!  we can do this all by ourselves next year  we don't
need your help  oh! OK  hope you have fun anyway lads  

Oh Silky! give us ya matches for next year  but don't you bother coming along  ok!

errrr Yeah  Thanks very much 
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crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,949/9.07 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees

Re: Awards
« Reply #461 on Today at 10:37 »

Yes. 

Refusing to co-register the rights to the Urban Art Awards when requested.

I can't make it any plainer Silky. Its all this comes diwn to in my eyes.

As for getting people online at the same time, you are convincing yourself of that, no-one else.
We're always on here! But in answer to that claim on my behalf, I was at the football last night
and logged on when I got in, only to find a s**tstorm raging.

None of us want this Silky. Its not personal. Its a question of morality. We want this place to be
a fun, jovial friendly hide away from the outside world. But we also want fair play from
EVERYONE and it feels as if that is not the case.
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Awardsgate. 

Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #462 on Today at 10:39 »

Its like Finsbury going to Speebe and saying well done for making the awards this year! 
Great Job 

We don't want you to be involved next year and we want someone else to make the awards,
OK?

oh! and before you go, can you had over the molds of this years awards coz we are gonna need
them  

Its just like that, but without the "Thank you's" and more hand it over or else! 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

jfury
3 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 200/0.94 per day
Location: London

Respect: 9
[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #463 on Today at 10:39 »

ok everyone else seems have there opinions so thought I would throw my bit in. All this arguing
and discussion surely should have happened before the event?....its a bit late arguing about
things post event....it started as an idea an event for the forum (i thought nothing more than
that) and I guess people now see the prospect of the ceremony as a money spinner otherwise it
simply doesnt matter who owns names etc.....or is it a completely altrustic???

If there is no resolution then simply you need to set up your own/seperate events with a
different name involve other forums etc.....at the end of the day there are mutiple awards
events in all lines of business/media etc so I really dont see the issue....just because somone
has an "idea" does not mean they own it....however right or wrong that might be.

Hope I havent stepped on anyones toes as I dont know any of you guys personally so I find it a
little uncomfortable giving you my comments. However after reading thios I felt compelled to
comment. Reading this thread and everyone essentially arguing about simply an idea the
resolution is work together (in what ever form both parties are happy with) or hold seperate
events...but essentially all this bickering is pretty sad (as in disapointing), just meet up see if
you can find a solution if not go your seperate ways simple as that.

Just seems its all getting a little nasty...anyway hope I havent offended anyone concerned.

« Last Edit: Today at 10:42 by jfury » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #464 on Today at 10:41 »

Today at 10:37, crackawacka wrote:
Yes. 

Refusing to co-register the rights to the Urban Art Awards when requested.

I can't make it any plainer Silky. Its all  this comes diwn to in my eyes.

As for getting people online at the same time, you are convincing yourself  of that, no-one else. We're always on here! But in
answer to that claim on my behalf,  I was at the football last night and logged on when I got in, only to find a s**tstorm raging.

None of us want this Silky. Its not personal. Its a question of morality. We want this place to be a fun, jovial friendly hide away
from the outside world. But we also want fair play from EVERYONE and it feels as if that is not the case.

I like the idea of people questioning my morality when I have not actually done anything 

And you will say in reply that I have not handed over the domain name  When I cant see a
good reason to do it?
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Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #465 on Today at 10:45 »

If this place was an absolute s**t hole, and it was terribly run (and before you say it is, I will
reply in asking so why are you here?) I would understand why people would question me being
not willing to hand over something I came up with, ordered and paid for.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

manty
5 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Aug 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 668/5.35 per day
Respect: 45

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #466 on Today at 10:49 »

Couldnt have put it better myself
especially discussing this kinda thing before the event

Good stuff  +1

Today at 10:39, jfury wrote:
ok everyone else seems have there opinions so thought I would throw my bit in. All  this arguing and discussion surely should
have happened before the event?....its a bit late arguing about things post event....it started as an idea an event for the forum
(i thought nothing more than that)  and I guess people now see the prospect of the ceremony as a money spinner otherwise it
simply doesnt matter who owns names etc.....or is it a completely altrustic???

If there is no resolution then simply you need to set up your own/seperate events with a different name involve other forums
etc.....at the end of the day there are mutiple awards events in all  lines of business/media etc so I really dont see the
issue....just  because somone has an "idea" does not mean they own it....however right or wrong that might be.

Hope I havent stepped on anyones toes as I dont know any of you guys personally so I find it a little uncomfortable giving you
my comments. However after reading thios I felt compelled to comment. Reading this thread and everyone essentially arguing
about simply an idea the resolution is work together (in what ever form both parties are happy with) or hold seperate
events...but essentially all  this bickering is pretty sad (as in disapointing), just meet up see if you can find a solution if not go
your seperate ways simple as that.

Just seems its all  getting a little nasty...anyway hope I havent offended anyone concerned.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged
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rolyateel
5 Star Member

member is online

bollocks

Joined: Oct 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 523/1.22 per day
Location: 40 miles north of

brizzle

Re: Awards
« Reply #467 on Today at 10:51 »

Today at 10:34, Silky wrote:
As I said last night -

It like Finsbury builds a bonfire 

I walk up and say here ya go mate! I have some matches to light it for ya  We all  have a jolly good time 

Same again next year lads? errrr no!  we can do this all  by ourselves next year  we don't need your help  oh! OK 

hope you have fun anyway lads  

Oh Silky! give us ya matches for next year  but don't you bother coming along  ok!

errrr Yeah  Thanks very much 

i think it's more like FPR chops the wood, brings it to the park, builds a bonfire, invites
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brizzle
Respect: 12
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everyone, lights the bonfire, makes sure everyone is happy & having fun....and you paint a sign
saying "bonfire"
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crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,949/9.07 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 113

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #468 on Today at 10:52 »

Today at 10:39, Silky wrote:

Its like Finsbury going to Speebe and saying well done for making the awards this year!  Great Job 

We don't want you to be involved next year and we want someone else to make the awards, OK?

oh! and before you go, can you had over the molds of this years awards coz we are gonna need them  

Its just like that, but without the "Thank you's" and more hand it over or else! 

Bollocks. What you are doing is like Speebe claiming the awards show is his because he forged
the actual metal awards.

But what's the point. This is going nowhere.

You won't have any awards to argue about next year.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Awardsgate. 

Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #469 on Today at 10:52 »

Spot on  lads!

It was a forum event, but now some people have sniffed some money to be made  the knives
are coming out 

Maybe Fins would like to confirm some messages I set him a few weeks back  hold on a
minute I will just find them 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

pezlow
UK Moderator

member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #470 on Today at 10:55 »

I've tried to stay out of this as much as I can but here is my proposal. This proposal is made in
the spirit of trying to bring a compromise to this problem. I am posting this on both here and
the wallkandy forum

1) Next year there should be ONE awards ceremony. It should be run by FPR and should be
independent of any forum, but promoted on all forums.

2) The name of the awards ceremony is pretty immaterial as long as there is only one. If Silky
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Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,577/7.7 per day
Location: Still in original

tube
Respect: 175

[ + | - ]

want to keep Urbanartawards.com then he should be allowed to keep it. The awards can be
called something else. 

3) The votes should all be cast on a seperate website to ensure the integrity of the vote and
should be subject to independent audit from someone.

4) The ceremony should be run on a not-for-profit basis at worst and ideally in aid of charity.
People could maybe be charged a nominal sum to attend the ceremony to offset any costs.
There could be a small charity auction as well at the event.

On a seperate note:

1) The name wallkandy and all its variants should be removed from the banned list of words on
banksy.info

2) There be a meeting between FPR, Police Aware, Silky and other to clear the air. I am happy
to try and mediate that meeting as I post on both forums and don't have a personal axe to
grind against anyone.

3) At the meeting we can discuss amongst other things the continued banning of some
members on Banksy.info and whether that can be resolved; the needless name calling and
unpleasant personal attacks on Silky and whether that can avoided in future; world peace and
the next banksy release.

« Last Edit: Today at 10:56 by pezlow » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #471 on Today at 10:55 »

Dated the 15th December -

Hi Mark 

Yeah, I would not have a clue where to start organizing the Awards evening and stuff like that
 Im just too shy to talk to people and be involved in that side of things  You did a great job

last night, and under very hard conditions without the Mic working 
The Online Voting, PR, Website part of things is the area that I can be of most help  
What I have in mind is having a forum just for the awards, but heavily linked to from all the
forums. And next year I can be in more contact with the Artists to get them to tell their fans
about the awards to get them nominated and Voted  Let the Artists help us to promote the
Awards  I think one important thing is to make sure the Artists are proud to win an award 
Has Speebe been paid for making the Awards?  I was just thinking that he should at the very
least be paid the cost of materials. This is where I think a Awards PayPal account would be a
good idea for you to set up  so then I can make donations links to it as soon as possible, so
you can save up some cash to help pay for things next year  If we want it to be bigger and
better, things are gonna start to cost  Like I said before, the PayPal account could be done so
a small group of us know the login details, so we can all see its above board. 

Oh, I was just thinking it might be a good idea to start a thread on the Awards boards asking
people for ideas for the awards 2008? while the event is still fresh in peoples minds  That ok
wid you?

Silky 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

carlito
9 Star Member

member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #472 on Today at 10:57 »

[quote author=finsburyparkranger board=awards2007 thread=1198089220
post=1198114704]Happy to have joint ownership of web name for sure and joint
ownership of the trademark. So silky can enjoy using it all over his site and enjoy all the
extra traffic and related advertising rights because of the new interest.However I would
want the voting site is be run independently by me with no adversing and also to remain
in full control of the live event and other also allow all the other street art forums to
engage in the event also to make it a really inclusive event.[/quote]
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ello ello what have we
here?

Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,797/11.42 per day
Location: throwing shapes

Respect: 130
[ + | - ]

can we bury the hatchet and go with this? Everyone put down their axes to grind, step away
from their paranoia and say ' you know what the awards were a great idea, mistakes have been
made, communications not clear, but lets let bygones be bygones and make it bigger and better
next year?'

PLEASE for the sake of us who want to stay here and chilll - PLEASE LETS FIX THIS NOW with
the above idea

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone

carlito
9 Star Member

member is online

ello ello what have we
here?

Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,797/11.42 per day
Location: throwing shapes

Respect: 130
[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #473 on Today at 10:59 »

Today at 10:55, pezlow wrote:
I've tried to stay out of this as much as I can but here is my proposal. This proposal is made in the spirit  of trying to bring a
compromise to this problem. I am posting this on both here and the wallkandy forum

1) Next year there should be ONE awards ceremony. It should be run by FPR and should be independent of any forum, but
promoted on all  forums.

2) The name of the awards ceremony is pretty immaterial as long as there is only one. If Silky want to keep
Urbanartawards.com then he should be allowed to keep it. The awards can be called something else. 

3) The votes should all  be cast on a seperate website to ensure the integrity of the vote and should be subject to independent
audit from someone.

4) The ceremony should be run on a not-for-profit basis at worst and ideally in aid of charity. People could maybe be charged
a nominal  sum to attend the ceremony to offset any costs. There could be a small charity auction as well at the event.

On a seperate note:

1) The name wallkandy and all  its variants should be removed from the banned list of words on banksy.info

2) There be a meeting between FPR, Police Aware, Silky and other to clear the air. I am happy to try and mediate that meeting
as I post on both forums and don't have a personal axe to grind against anyone.

3) At the meeting we can discuss amongst other things the continued banning of some members on Banksy.info and whether
that can be resolved; the needless name calling and unpleasant personal attacks on Silky and whether that can avoided in
future; world peace and the next banksy release.

Great post Pez please everyone lets sort this

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone

manchestermike
9 Star Member

member is online

S-s-s-s-superplex

Joined: Jul 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,228/8.14 per day
Location: And on the sixth

day...
Respect: 86
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Re: Awards
« Reply #474 on Today at 11:01 »

Dan, you're totally missing the point...

You're being like the guys I get ringing here periodically with threats that if I don't buy up the
domain names related to the ones I own then they'll be passed on and re-directed to my
competition...

There are right and wrong ways of going about things and this is totally the wrong way... You
know my thoughts on the forum as I told you the other day, we all respect you for setting them
up and appreciate the valuable resource your initiative has provided SO why do this now, I've
spent the first hour of this morning reading this thread, can't you see it's your long standing
active members who are so incensed with what is going on... I've never got so angry reading a
thread on a forum before, and I've never heard such bullshit come from one person before... Do
you not see the right moral route here? You can't be so blind to miss it!

If you ever need a new job, ring Gordon Brown, you'll piss on anything his spin doctors have to
offer!
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I believe virtually everything I read, and I think that is what makes me more of a selective human than someone who
doesn't believe anything.

rolyateel
5 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #475 on Today at 11:01 »
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member is online

bollocks

Joined: Oct 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 523/1.22 per day
Location: 40 miles north of

brizzle
Respect: 12
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« Reply #475 on Today at 11:01 »

Today at 10:55, Silky wrote:
Dated the 15th December -

Hi Mark 

Yeah, I would not have a clue where to start organizing the Awards evening and stuff like that  Im just too shy to talk to

people and be involved in that side of things  You did a great job last night, and under very hard conditions without the Mic

working 

The Online Voting, PR, Website part of things is the area that I can be of most help  
What I have in mind is having a forum just for the awards, but heavily linked to from all  the forums. And next year I can be in

more contact with the Artists to get them to tell their fans about the awards to get them nominated and Voted  Let the Artists

help us to promote the Awards  I think one important thing is to make sure the Artists are proud to win an award 

Has Speebe been paid for making the Awards?  I was just thinking that he should at the very least be paid the cost of

materials. This is where I think a Awards PayPal account would be a good idea for you to set up  so then I can make

donations links to it as soon as possible, so you can save up some cash to help pay for things next year  If we want it to

be bigger and better, things are gonna start to cost  Like I said before, the PayPal account could be done so a small group
of us know the login details, so we can all  see its above board. 

Oh, I was just thinking it might be a good idea to start a thread on the Awards boards asking people for ideas for the awards

2008? while the event is still fresh in peoples minds  That ok wid you?

Silky 

very good, sounds like your trying to muscle in & play a bigger part in future, when it's not
yours in the first place
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Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #476 on Today at 11:03 »

I have been happy to talk, and come up with solutions all along  but after a week of being
stabbed in the back, and being accused of everything under the sun  the others involved have
put themselves in a very bad position 
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crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #477 on Today at 11:04 »

Today at 10:52, Silky wrote:

Spot on  lads!

It was a forum event, but now some people have sniffed some money to be made  the knives are coming out 
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Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,949/9.07 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 113

[ + | - ]

you are so unbelievably far off the mark with that comment that you can't even see the mark. 

if that's what you think this is about...that's very very sad.
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Awardsgate. 

carlito
9 Star Member

member is online

ello ello what have we
here?

Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,797/11.42 per day
Location: throwing shapes

Respect: 130
[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #478 on Today at 11:07 »

Today at 10:55, pezlow wrote:
I've tried to stay out of this as much as I can but here is my proposal.  This proposal is made in the spirit of trying to
bring a compromise to this problem. I am posting this on both here and the wallkandy forum

1) Next year there should be ONE awards ceremony. It should be run by FPR and should be independent of any forum,
but promoted on all forums.

2) The name of the awards ceremony is pretty immaterial  as long as there is only one. If Silky want to keep
Urbanartawards.com then he should be allowed to keep it. The awards can be called something else. 

3) The votes should all be cast on a seperate website to ensure the integrity of the vote and should be subject to
independent audit from someone.

4) The ceremony should be run on a not-for-profit basis at worst and ideally in aid of charity. People could maybe be
charged a nominal sum to attend the ceremony to offset any costs. There could be a small charity auction as well at
the event.

On a seperate note:

1) The name wallkandy and all its variants should be removed from the banned list of words on banksy.info

2) There be a meeting between FPR, Police Aware, Silky and other to clear the air.  I am happy to try and mediate that
meeting as I post on both forums and don't have a personal axe to grind against anyone.

3) At the meeting we can discuss amongst other things the continued banning of some members on Banksy.info and
whether that can be resolved; the needless name calling and unpleasant personal attacks on Silky and whether that
can avoided in future; world peace and the next banksy release.

RESPONSES TO THIS ABOVE POST PLEASE SILKY AND FPR - the rest of us should now back
away - yes guys?
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someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone

Silky
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,480/6.4 per day
Respect: 276

[ + | - ]

Re: Awards
« Reply #479 on Today at 11:08 »

Today at 11:01, rolyateel wrote:

Today at 10:55, Silky wrote:

Dated the 15th December -

Hi Mark 

Yeah, I would not have a clue where to start organizing the Awards evening and stuff like that  Im just too

shy to talk to people and be involved in that side of things  You did a great job last night, and under very

hard conditions without the Mic working 

The Online Voting, PR, Website part of things is the area that I can be of most help  
What I have in mind is having a forum just for the awards, but heavily linked to from all  the forums. And next
year I can be in more contact with the Artists to get them to tell their fans about the awards to get them

nominated and Voted  Let the Artists help us to promote the Awards  I think one important thing is to

make sure the Artists are proud to win an award 

Has Speebe been paid for making the Awards?  I was just thinking that he should at the very least be paid

the cost of materials. This is where I think a Awards PayPal account would be a good idea for you to set up 
so then I can make donations links to it as soon as possible, so you can save up some cash to help pay for

things next year  If we want it to be bigger and better, things are gonna start to cost  Like I said before,
the PayPal account could be done so a small group of us know the login details, so we can all  see its above
board. 
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Oh, I was just thinking it might be a good idea to start a thread on the Awards boards asking people for ideas for

the awards 2008? while the event is still fresh in peoples minds  That ok wid you?

Silky 

very good, sounds like your trying to muscle in & play a bigger part in future, when it's not yours in the first place

What!  I was suggesting he set up a paypal account to I can help HIM raise some money to
HELP pay for the awards next year. I also suggested that it would be nice if Speebe got some
money to help him at least cover the cost of materials for the awards. 
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